
Hydro Instruments has been manufacturing highest quality gas chlorination  

equipment since 1978. Hydro gas chlorination equipment is manufactured using  

the highest quality materials for both chemical resistance and physical durability. 

Unlike our competitors, Hydro Instruments body parts are machined from solid

PVC type 1 material for maximum wall thickness and strength.

The Series 3000 equipment is comprised of the mechanical components 

including vacuum regulators,vacuum switchover modules, differential  

pressure regulators, remote meter panels,and ejectors.  

These components are offered in various feedcapacities, ranging up to  

200 kg/hr (10,000 PPD) and systems have a modular design with many  

configurations and options available.

The Series 3000 vacuum regulators must always be used in conjunction

with a chlorine pressure manifold. For manifold design details please refer to

Hydro Instruments’ relevant technical literature and design guides.

If automatic feed rate control is to be employed then refer to the Hydro Instruments Series OV-110 or OV-1000 Omni-Valve 

and Series CV-230 Control Valve literature.
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Manifolds
The manifold has four purposes:

Collect Chlorine gas from multiple containers. For each 

ton container the manifold should have one  

Chlorine valve and one flexible connector. In order to extend 

the life of this valve and to increase safety, it is recommended 

that an isolation valve also be used. 

Trap and evaporate liquid Chlorine. For each ton container 

there must be at least 10” (25 cm) of drip leg length. Multiple 

drip legs may be required. Each drip leg must have a 25-Watt 

heater that is continuously energized.

Filter impurities out of the Chlorine gas. An inline  

Chlorine gas filter is installed after the drip leg(s).

Reduce the pressure in order to avoid  

re-liquification in the piping between the manifold and the 

vacuum regulator. Slight changes in  

temperature may cause the Chlorine leaving the  

containers to condense. In order to avoid this  

re-liquification in the pipe between the manifold and the 

vacuum regulator, a PRV should be incorporated to reduce 

the pressure to approximately 50 PSI. Great care must be 

taken with manifold construction and operation to avoid leaks 

because the Chlorine is under pressure throughout.  

Any pressurised leak has the potential to release the contents 

of every ton container in use.

Vacuum Regulators

The Hydro Model VRH-2000-CL2 Vacuum Regulator has a 

maximum capacity of 10,000 PPD (200 kg/hr).  

Its purpose is to reduce the Chlorine gas from pressure to 

vacuum. The inlet safety valve is spring-loaded (normally 

closed). Vacuum must be present for the valve to open. If the 

inlet safety valve becomes dirty or damaged and cannot seal, 

leaking Chlorine gas will be directed to vent at a safe  

pressure of 1 PSI.

The VRH-2000-CL2 Vacuum Regulator includes a  

wall-mounting panel, a drip leg with 25-Watt heater and a 

diaphragm-protected pressure gauge.
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